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Figure 1: This figure shows a user (left) who is watching the musical instrument performance in Augmented Virtuality (AV)
through VR glasses. In this case, a musician (right) is playing the cello in a virtual 3D scene.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the preliminary study results about mu-
sical instrument performance in Augmented Virtuality (AV). In
our proposed approach, musician can prerecord their performance
using any camera device. Then, through the processing pipeline
that we have proposed, the musicians are able to play musical in-
struments in entirely virtual worlds. According to the 3D virtual
scene set up for Virtual Reality (VR) glasses, the audience can watch
the performance in virtual reality where the musician is playing
music in the real world. In the end, we rendered the musician’s
performance into 360 VR video to enhance the immersiveness of
the user experiences.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Rendering; Virtual reality; •
Applied computing→ Performing arts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of advanced technologies in computer
graphics, switching between reality and virtuality become a very
hot topic among computer graphics researchers. Especially, devel-
oping applications that are extending reality with virtuality intro-
duce a new dimension of human-computer interactions. Nowadays,
the two most popular computer graphics technologies people are
talking about is Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR).
According to how much degree to which the reality is extended
with virtuality, applications in eXtended Reality (XR) are mainly
divided into four categories: Reality (R), Augmented Reality (AR),
Augmented Virtuality (AV), and Virtuality (V) or Virtual Reality
(VR). However, due to the limitations on computer vision technolo-
gies, Augmented Virtuality (AV) has not been widely studied by
researchers so far. This is mainly because of the poor quality of
the video background removal using traditional computer vision
technologies. Therefore, the immersiveness in Augmented Virtual-
ity (AV) is not comparable to Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual
Reality (VR) whose technologies are much more mature.

Figure 2 shows an example to illustrate the difference between
the concepts of Augmented Reality (AR) and Augmented Virtuality
(AV) in a straightforward way: A cello player is playing the cello
in a room, his real performance is recorded through the camera
device (b). By adding the virtual objects such as 3D houses and
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Figure 2: Introduction of Augmented Virtuality (AV).

trees in the real scene such as a table captured in the video, the
video in Reality (R) is extended into Augmented Reality (AR) as
shown in (a). Therefore, the red arrow points out a direction that
is from Reality (R) to Augmented Reality (AR). On the other side,
by replacing the real scene background with a virtual scene, in this
case, it is a virtual garden. Then, the captured video in Reality (R)
is extended into Augmented Virtuality (AV) as shown in (c). There-
fore, the green arrow points out a direction that is from Reality
(R) to Augmented Virtuality (AV). Different from the challenges
in AR which is focusing on camera calibrations and depth estima-
tion, the challenges in AV are more focused on the high-resolution
real-time background removal, foreground depth estimation, and
stylized/realistic rendering in the video.

Until now, there is a growing trend to use AV technologies in
daily life. For example, during a virtual meeting on Zoom, which is
a popular proprietary video teleconferencing software developed
by Zoom Video Communications, presenters are allowed to switch
the background in the webcam to a particular background image.
At here, Zoom is using real-time background removal technology.
However, the resulting video looks unnatural and the background
removal algorithm sometimes can result in weird results such as
missing hands or flickering background. Similar AV technologies
are also widely used in video processing multimedia software such
as Adobe Premiere and Adobe After Effects. Unfortunately, there
are lots of requirements on the video background, for example,
recording video before a green screen background. This requires
lots of effort in video recordings by professionals. Also, it needs
lots of manual efforts from the video editors to set up the threshold
frame by frame to achieve the final result in background removal.

Therefore, given this open opportunity for developing an AV
interface for nonprofessionals, we explore the possibilities in ap-
plying AV to musical instrument performance, which is the largest
potential market for AV technology. In order to make our work
easier to be adopted by more users, we make our approach more
democratic by taking into account the nonprofessional video as
input which requires less on the background. The contributions of
our work include:

• We propose a novel topic about applying AV technology to
musical instrument performance.

• We propose and implement a novel interface for musical
instrument performance in AV.

• We collect the experimental results from different musicians
and demonstrate our interface with different musical instru-
ments, scenes, and settings including 360 VR video supports.

2 RELATEDWORK
Augmented Virtuality (AV). At the current stage, even though
there are too many limitations on existing technologies in AV, some
research works still show interest in exploring how can AV be ap-
plied to innovate interfaces for human-computer interactions (HCI).
In 1997, Simsarian et al. [16] proposes an example of augmented
virtuality called Windows on the world. Later, in 2004, Regenbrecht
et al. [15] proposes a novel video conferencing framework that
allows users to collaborate remotely in augmented virtuality. In
this interface, a virtual meeting room is built, users’ videos appear
on the virtual computers in the virtual meeting room. However,
this work is not as immersive as our work because the user’s video
appears on a 2D virtual screen that is unnaturally separated from
the 3D environment. At the same time, in 2005, Paul et al. [13]
proposed an AV-based method on stereoscopic reconstruction in
multi-modal image-guided neurosurgery. Recently, in 2010, Ca-
ballero et al. [4] proposed an AV-based interface to extend real
hands with virtual world on mobile phone so that user can directly
manipulate virtual three-dimensional objects inside the phone by
gesturing with hands. In 2015, Nahon et al. [10] enhanced the vir-
tual reality headset experience with augmented virtuality using an
off-the-shelf Kinect for Windows v2 to inject some reality in the
virtuality. In 2019, Von et al. [20] use augmented virtuality tech-
nology for spotting passersby in room scale virtual reality. In 2021,
Gonzalez et al. [6] proposed an advanced teleoperation and control
system for industrial robots based on augmented virtuality and
haptic feedback. At the same time, augmented virtuality attracts
particular interests from researchers working on hazard-related
safety trainings programs recently. In 2013, Chen et al. [5] proposes
AVES, a safety training augmented virtuality environment for con-
struction hazard recognition and severity identification. In 2014,
Albert et al. [1] use AV to enhance construction hazard recognition
with high-fidelity training scenarios. In 2018, Neges et al. [11] de-
vised an AV interface for maintenance training simulation under
various stress conditions. In this work, calibration from real object
towards virtual object has been calculated accurately to achieve an
immersive simulation in VR according to user’s operations on real
object. In 2020, Bhandari et al. [2] conduct a study using augmented
virtuality to examine how emotions influence construction-hazard
identification, risk assessment, and safety decisions.

Music Performance in eXtended Reality (XR). Recently, eX-
tended Reality (XR) technologies including VR, AR and MR have
been widely adopted in virtual music performance, music perfor-
mance evaluations, and music performance anxiety training. In
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Figure 3: Overview of our technical approach.

2014, Keebler et al. [8] examined a novel augmented reality gui-
tar learning system according to the current theories of embodied
music cognition. In 2016, Bissonnette et al. [3] studied the musical
instrument players’ performance anxiety and quality of perfor-
mance during virtual reality exposure training. From the feasibility
study conducted by Orman et al. [12] in 2017, it showed that stu-
dents using the immersive Virtual Reality Learning Environments
(VRLE) with head tracking demonstrated greater conducting skill
improvement than those not using virtual reality. In 2018, Trujano
et al. [17] proposed ARPiano: an efficient piano learning interface
using augmented reality. Later, networked music performance in
virtual reality has been systematically studied by Loveridge et al. [9]
in 2020. The same year, Petrovic et al. [14] explored how do the
augmented and virtual reality web applications contribute to the
music stage performance. Van et al. [19] studied the effects of virtual
reality on music performance anxiety among university-level music
majors. Most recently, Van et al. [18] proposed a methodological
framework for assessing social presence in music interactions via
virtual reality in 2021. All these research works mentioned above
show positive feedback that there is potentially a great market in
applying eXtended Reality (XR) technologies onto music perfor-
mance. Unfortunately, no existing research has given it a shot to
use augmented virtuality in musical instrument performance so far.
Therefore, we open a novel topic in applying AV to the music art
performance industry.

3 TECHNICAL APPROACH
Overview. Figure 3 shows the overview of our technical approach
for synthesizing musical instrument performance in augmented
virtuality. First, given the musician’s prerecorded performance any-
where with any camera device (can be low resolution), video is sent
to the MODNet for video matting. After the video matting process,
the output video is written by synthesizing the foreground from
the video and the background with a color that has not appeared
in the video (in this case, it is blue). The last step is sending the
colored video matting to the 3D graphics renderer. Then, given the
video GPU shader defined by us, the input video can be rendered
realistically in the 3D virtual scene in real-time. So that the anima-
tion of the musician’s prerecorded performance is transformed into
the performance in augmented virtuality.

Video Matting. In order to remove the background from the mu-
sician’s input video, we applied semantics image segmentation
on each frame in the input video using a deep learning approach.
By training a deep convolutional neural network that can classify
which pixel on the image belongs to the foreground and which be-
longs to the background, output signals values between 0 and 1 can
be synthesized for each pixel and form a new gray image called al-
pha matte. In this figure, the white shape represents the foreground
while the black shape represents the background that is segmented
from the input image. In our approach, we use a state-of-the-art
model known as MODNet. Unlike traditional image segmentation
methods which generate binary images as the segmentation results,
MODNet generates image mattings that are referring to the opacity
of the foreground. Figure 3 shows an abbreviated version of the
architecture of MODNet. For more details of MODNet, please refer
to the article written by Ke et al. [7]. Unlike other image matting
algorithms, MODNet considers two major steps: (1) Semantic esti-
mation that outputs a coarse foreground mask. (2) Detail prediction
that outputs a fine foreground mask. The last step is the semantic-
detail fusion that blends the features from both the first two layers.
According to the experimental results, MODNet works well on both
human matting and music instrument matting for most of the cases.

Video Shading. In order to present the musician in the virtual
environment naturally, we consider two major factors in the video
shader: (1) alpha map smoothing and (2) realistic rendering. For
alpha map smoothing, we smooth the edge of the video matting
result through a smoothstep function S(x , s0, s1) implemented in
the GL/SL shader language using a cubic Hermite interpolation
after clamping so that S(x , s0, s1) = 3[(x − s0)/(s1 − s0)]2 − 2[(x −

s0)/(s1 − s0)]3,x ∈ [s0, s1]; Otherwise, S(x , s0, s1) = 0. Then alpha
map α(u,v) measured by difference between the pixel color of
input video Cin(u,v) and the background color Cbg is: α(u,v) =
S(| |Cin(u,v) − Cbg | |, s0, s1), where (u,v) ∈ [0, 1]2 are the texture
coordinates, s0 = 0.3 and s1 = 0.35 are two threshold empirically
set for smooth visual effects. For achieving a more realistic visual
effect that the virtual environment in the background matches
well with the musician in the foreground, we consider the realistic
rendering lighting equation. Due to the missing information of the
normal direction in each pixel in the video, we approximate the
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Figure 4: Experimental results of musical instrument performance in Augmented Virtuality (AV).

lighting equation using the ambient lighting model: Cout(u,v) =
α(u,v)[(1+β)(Cin(u,v)+Cam)−Csh]whereCam is the approximate
ambient light color, β is the ambient light intensity, and Csh is the
shadow color which is typically light gray.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Different Scenes. Figure 4 shows the experimental results of mu-
sical instrument performance in Augmented Virtuality (AV). In this
case, a cello player is playing three different songs with different
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Figure 5: Performance in augmented virtuality with different types of musical instruments.

3D scenes as augmented virtual environments. The implementa-
tion of our proposed approach is based on Unity 3D with the 2019
version. We conducted the experiments with the hardware con-
figurations containing Intel Core i5 CPU, 32GB DDR4 RAM, and
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650 4GB GDDR6 Graphics Card. The player

of the video is implemented with a game object behavior class
called VideoPlayer included in Unity 3D Editor by default. The
video shader is implemented according to our approach with GL/SL
Unlit and is attached along with a texture renderer to new material.
That material is directly dragged onto a quad object in the 3D scene
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Figure 6: Performance in augmented virtuality is rendered with 360 VR video.

used to play the music performance. As we can see, the cello player
looks natural in these virtual environments.

Different Instruments. Figure 5 shows another group of exper-
imental results. In this case, a musician is playing three different
songs with three different types of musical instruments within three
different 3D scenes as augmented virtual environments. The musi-
cal instruments are accordion, violin, and erhu, respectively. This
result shows the robustness of our approach to matting different
types of instruments. Aswe can see, both accordion, violin, and erhu
are clearly segmented from the background with very high quality.

With these three different styles of instruments, we designed three
different types of 3D virtual scenes, they are: a Muslim-style village
is corresponding to an accordion that is playing a Xinjiang Uygur
song, a western catholic-style park is corresponding to a violin that
is playing an England song, and a Chinese festival-style night scene
is corresponding to an erhu playing a traditional Chinese song.

360 VR Video. We test our interface with 360 VR video settings.
As shown in Figure 6, a cello player is playing a song on a virtual ice
island where there is a ship nearby. This music is a piece extracted
from the Titanic Theme. The virtual scene is set up to mimic the
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story of the movie Titanic where the ship is sinking while the ice
island is floating on the sea. The animations of the floating island
and ships are simulated with sine functions. The sinking effect is
simulated through a translation function (sinking) and a rotation
function (tilting). The camera’s moving trajectory is manually set up
with the timeline control embedded in the Unity Editor’s Recorder
Package. Then according to the script, the cubemaps from both
the left eye and the right eye are rendered on a texture renderer
called Equirect. After the animation sequence is rendered in the
play mode, the image sequence of the 360 VR video is generated.
After a quick operation in the Adobe Premiere Pro, the 360 VR video
is rendered. Those subfigures in Figure 6 show six different frames
within the 360 video in chronological order. For each subfigure, the
cubemap rendered from the camera on the left eye is presented.
Due to the similarity between the cubemaps from the left eye and
the right eye, the right eye’s cubemaps are not presented in this
paper. Video demo of these experimental results can be accessed
with this link: https://youtu.be/IHGKqYRZRVI.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the preliminary study results aboutmusical
instrument performance in Augmented Virtuality (AV). We design
a full implementation pipeline to convert an arbitrary input video
of a musician’s performance to a well-designed 3D performance
in augmented virtuality. During the implementation, we have con-
sidered several important computer vision and computer graphics
techniques such as deep learning-based real-time video matting
techniques using MODNet and realistic rendering techniques for
video shading. During the experiments, we have invited several mu-
sicians to play different songs within different virtual environments
or playing different songs with different musical instruments. Dur-
ing the experiments, we augment the players’ performance with
different virtual scenes according to the corresponding styles of the
songs. All results show acceptable visual effects, attractive natures
of augmented virtuality, and great potential for applying augmented
virtuality for musical instrument performance in daily life.

Given the convenience of implementing and applying our pro-
posed technical approach to daily use, there is great potential to
extend our proposed approach to popular social media where mu-
sicians are more than welcomed such as Tiktok, Vlog, YouTube,
etc. Its commercial potential can be very high if a group of pro-
fessional people in a 3D design team can be organized to design
and sell 3D virtual theaters for AV music performances. Besides,
our proposed approach can be extended to more interesting art
performances other than musical instrument performances such as
dancing performances, talk shows, and singing shows. As for the
technical improvement, in future work, we are aiming at improving
the video matting approach in real-time on the VR headset such
as Oculus quest, where the video input is no more pre-recorded
musical instrument, rather, it is achieved while the user is looking
around with VR headset put on. This can achieve an even more im-
mersive experience for the audience to watch the music instrument
performance in AV. But unfortunately, so far there is no such tech-
nology, and needs lots of effort in exploring this direction. Besides,
a large-scale user study is waiting for us to analyze the comparison
between our proposed interface for music performance in AV and

other interfaces such as VR and AR music performance. In that way,
we may claim with stronger confidence that our AV interface is
more immersive for musical instruments performance than other
interfaces such as VR and AR.
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